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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF GENERALIZED MATRIX FUNCTIONS

L. B. BEASLEY AND L. J. CUMMINGS1

Abstract We consider the sets of "singular" matrices corresponding to generalized

matrix functions. The latter are generalizations of the determinant function. It is

shown that two generalized matrix functions determine the same set of "singular"

matrices if and only if they differ by a scalar multiple.

Let Mn denote the set of all n X n matrices over a field £ and let S„ be the group

of all permutations of {1.«}. We denote the identity of M„ by / and the identity

of S„ by e. For each mapping x: S„ -» F we define the generalized matrix function

dx:M„~Fhy

0) dx(A) =   2 x(o)û,0(1)---a„0(n)
oes,,

where A = (atJ) G Mn. These functions have been studied extensively when x is the

trivial extension of an irreducible character of a subgroup of S„.

In particular, if x is the alternating character, sgn(o) = ±1, depending on the

parity of a G Sn, then dx is the determinant function; or, if x — 1 then dx is the

permanent function. Recent interest in the topic of generalized matrix functions was

initiated by Marcus and Mine (1] although they appear to have been first introduced

by Schur [4].

The singular matrices in M„ are precisely those on which the determinant function

vanishes. We study here the relationship between the generalized matrix functions

and the corresponding sets of "singular" matrices. We define the singular set of the

generalized matrix function dx by

Z(x)= {A GMn\dx(A) = 0}

and prove that dx is essentially determined by Z(x). In particular, Z(sgn) is the set

of classical singular matrices and clearly Z(0) = Mn.

Recently R. Merris [3] has shown that if x is an irreducible complex character of

some subgroup of S„ then the determinant is the only generalized matrix function

which is nonzero on every matrix in Z(sgn). Equivalently, for such a character

Z(x) Ç Z(sgn) implies d% = det. The same conclusion is obtained by Marcus [2, p.
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151] but with the hypothesis Z(sgn) G Z(x). Both of these results are easy conse-

quences of the theorem proved below. Marcus' proof suggests that a more general

result could be obtained by use of the Hubert Nullstellensatz [5, pp.  164-167].

However, we obtain a more general result by a direct argument.

For tp: Sn — F and a E Sn we define

(2) \Pv(a) = \p(a ° r/)

for each tj E Sn. The support of \- Sn — F is

s(x)= («ES„|x(«)^0}.

The following lemma lists some readily verified facts which we will use in the

sequel without explicit mention.

Lemma. Let \p, x- Sn — F be arbitrary mappings andr¡ G Sn, then

(i)i(x) = s(^) ifand only ifs(xv) = s(^),

(ii) ax = brp if and only //ax,, — b^; a, b G F,

(iii) Pv = (8IV{J)) implies dx¡A) = d¿P¿A), A G Mn;

(iv) Z(x) Ç Zf» if and only if Z(Xl)) Ç Z(*„).

Theorem. Let x, i>: Sn -» F be any two functions where F is an arbitrary field. Then

Z(x) G Z(\p) if and only if \p = ax for some a G F. Further, if a ¥= 0 then Z(x) =

zw.

Proof. Assume Z(x) C Z(\p). If s{4>) is empty then Z(>p) — Mn and the implica-

tion follows with a — 0. If e G s(4>) choose r/ in (2) so that e G s(^v). Thus we

assume e G s(\¡/), further, e G s(x). Otherwise, dx(I) — 0 and / E Z(x) G Z(\p)

would imply the contradiction 0 = d^(I) = \p(e). Therefore, there exists a G F such

that \P(e) = ax(e).

If it is false that

for all t E S„ then

Ht) = ax(t)

R — [t G S„\\P(t) ¥= ax(r)}

is nonempty and does not contain e. Choose a o E R with the fewest number of

cycles of length greater than 1.

Let T he the set of disjoint cycles whose product is o. Since o ¥= e, T contains a

nontrivial cycle. Let L denote a maximal subset of T such that the product of cycles

in L lies in s(x). Since e E s(x), L is nonempty. Let p be the product of all cycles in

L and note that p =£ a.

There is a permutation matrix S and integer k such that

SP„S' =
0

0
and SPpS'

0

0

where Px has all 0's on the main diagonal and P2 may be empty. Let

x(p)
0

0 -x(°)
0

0
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and

A = EXSP„S' + E2SPpS'.

Set

m = #{/' | or(i') = p(/)},

which is the number of rows in P2 above. Directly from definition (1) we determine

that

dx(S'AS) = 2"[X(o)x(p) - x(p)x(o)] = 0.

For, if both a,T(1) • • • anT(n) and x(T) are nonzero then t = o or t = p, by the choice

of o and the definition of p. Since Z(x) G Z(\p)we have d^S'AS) = 0 as well and

ad^S'AS) = ax(p)Ho) - aX(o)+(p) = 0.

Since p has fewer cycles that o,

Mp) = ax(p).

Therefore, (4) becomes

ad+(S'AS) = 4,(p)[iKo)-ax(o)].

Also v//(p) is nonzero since s(x) ÇîW) and p E j(x). Since £is a field we conclude

>K<0 = ax(o),

contradicting the choice of o.

For the converse, assume \p = ax- Then for A G M„,

adx(A)=   2  aX(r) i aIT(l)
tG5„ r=l

n

=   2 *(r)ïï <*,«,) = d+{A).
têS, 1=1

If A G Z( x ) then 0 = adx( A) = d^A), and A G Z(^).

The following corollaries contain some immediate but interesting consequences of

the above theorem.

Corollary l.Ifx,ip'-Sn->F are any functions and Z(x) C Z(\p) then ip = 0 and

ZW = Mn.

Corollary 2. If x- Sn -> F is any function then d (A) = 0 for all noninvertible

matrices A if and only if d% = det.

Corollary 3. // x: Sn -» £ is any function then dx(A) ¥= 0 for all invertible A if

and only if dx = det.

The results of Marcus and Merris mentioned previously are special cases of the

last two corollaries.
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